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• Presence of PVC, PE, PP mainly; 3-4 mg g-1 SPM

SPECIATION OF TWO UV FILTERS (UV-328 and UV-329) 

Conclusions
• Realistic apparent logKoc values

• Low UV filter amounts to be expected to sorb to the plastic content

• CAccess for UV329  CAccess for hexachlorobenzene, not used as plastic
additive

• Lower accessibility of UV328:

• Presence as plastic additive?

• Artefact of the extraction protocol?
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Methodology
• Sample effluent SPM to perform different extractions in the laboratory

→Use of continuous-flow centrifugation (CFC)

→ Sampling done in December 2020; 3 consecutive weeks; collection of 8 g dw
of SPM each week

• PyroGC/MS analysis of the SPM

• Extraction of selected additives from the SPM sample:

→Exhaustive extraction using Soxhlet extractor

→Accessible concentration using silicone rubber (SR) extractions (CAccess)

→Passive sampling with SR in the effluent to determine freely dissolved
concentrations (Cfree)

Results
PLASTIC CONTENT OF SUSPENDED MATTER FROM THE EFFLUENT

ACCESSIBLE CONCENTRATION

• Accessible fractions (24h and 8 g SR) of 67 and 8.4 % for UV329 and 328.
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• With 3-4 mg plastic g-1 SPM and assuming Kow is an acceptable proxy for 
partitioning to plastic, at equilibrium, 9 ng of UV329 and 0.8 ng of UV328 
would sorb to the plastic in 1 g of SPM  

Introduction
• Wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluent as a relevant source

of microplastic to water

• Additives loaded to plastic during production (plasticisers, flame
retardants, UV filters, dyes… ) with concentrations in the % range

• Distribution of plastic additives in WWTP effluents in unknown

• Modelling (Allan et al., 2022) and measurements to understand the
distribution of additives in WWTP effluents

AIMS OF THIS STUDY

• Sample a large enough sample of suspended particulate matter
(SPM) from the WWTP effluent at VEAS in Oslo

• Measure the plastic content of the effluent SPM by pyro-GC/MS

• Determine the distribution or speciation of selected additives in
WWTP effluent
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